TERMINOLOGY OF THE ARTICLE AS A SCIENTIFIC TEXT

Summary. The authors investigate such form of the scientific text as an article. Scientific article is a type of scientific text that aims at presenting some new result, explaining its significance, and placing it coherently within the existing knowledge. Writing an article scholars should follow some compulsory rules to create a piece of the scientific text. The signs of the article are analysed from the point of view of Lexicology. In the scientific style the most valued attributes are accuracy, precision, clarity, concision, and grace, which is achieved with the help of use of the terminology. There exist a lot of classifications of terms. Authors analyzed several articles of the scientific periodical from the point of view of their vocabulary. The research proved that the amount of terms in the article is about 40%.
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The problem of the article. People always have tended to investigate the world, its nature, human’s body, language, behavior etc. The results of the research are presented in form of an article, monograph, textbook, patent description, documentation, catalogue, manual or instruction. All these are types of the scientific text, to which particular demands are put forward.

The analysis of main researches and publications. The problems connected with the organization of a scientific text, its features were studied by such scholars as I. Kvitko, A. Koval, M. Kozhina, I. Kolegaev, S. Nikitina, N. Razinkina, M. Senkevich, I. Sinitsa, G. Solganik. In particular, they investigated the features of the semantic, structurally-syntactic and pragmatic organization of communicative structural units of scientific vocabulary. An analysis of these and other scholars’ works (G. Vinokur, O. Reformatsky, O. Akhmanova, V. Danilenko, V. Karaban, M. Mostovoi, A. Kovalenko) shows us that the main stylistic feature of the scientific text is accuracy. Accuracy is realized primarily through the terminology. Each branch of science and technology has its own terminology.

The purpose of the article is to define the role of terms in the article as a scientific text.

The main material. The main purpose of a scientific text is a statement of study of a person, community and phenomena of nature, substantiation of hypotheses, proving of the truth of theories, the classification of knowledge, explanation of phenomena, and excitation of a reader’s intelligence for their comprehension. Results of researches are made in the form of an article, monograph, textbook, patent description, abstract, annotation, documentation, catalogue, manual or instruction.

“Article is a piece of writing on a particular subject in a newspaper or magazine or on the Internet” [1, p. 37]. Also there is the scientific article that is devoted to observing previously published articles connected by common topic (observing scientific article).

What signs allow us to attribute the text in general and article in particular to the scientific style?

For scientific style using international terms is characteristic (management, IT-market, computer, classification). Also in a scientific work it is common
to use mostly abstract vocabulary (genius, phenomenon, feeling) but not concrete (glass, flower, clock).

The lexical contain of scientific style is characterized by relative homogeneity and isolation and it is shown in decrease of using synonyms. The content of a scientific text increases not because of using different words but because of repeating one and the same word.

A scientific text shouldn’t contain vocabulary with colloquial colouring because of its appraisal. An appraisal in scientific works is used to explain an author’s idea or to draw someone’s attention and it has rational nature.

Scientific speech is characterized by accuracy and consistency of a thought, consistency and objectivity of its narration. In order to make logical structure of an article more visual it’s good to use different introductory words and phrases like first of all, in addition, simultaneously, summing up and other. But you shouldn’t begin every sentence with it.

Also in order to make narration of a material more logical in scientific speech it is recommend-ed to use complex sentences, introductory words and word-groups, participial constructions and so on. For scientific style the high informational saturation is usual. Texts of this style are characterized by an author’s detachment and objectivity of expounded of information. It is expressed by using impersonal constructions (for example, it’s known that, presumably, there is a reason to believe and so on). Also scientific texts may contain different formulas, diagrams, symbols, tables etc. Practically any scientific text may contain graphical information; it is one of the features of scientific style.

In scientific articles three major groups of vocabulary are used. They are common, general scientific and highly specialized terms. The first group of words is the most popular and widely used in the articles (it occupies nearly 51% of all words). The second type is used to describe some processes and phenomena in different branches of science (the amount of such words is equal to 32%). Words of the last group are less frequently presented in articles (mostly in the field of linguistics, mathematics and biology).

To widen the information we should tell more about all groups of vocabulary used in a scientific article.

Common lexis as we have said is the largest part a text in any article or utterance. They are used to denote vital notions that are clear to everyone. It is possible to say that they are neutral because in scientific articles the denotational meaning is used (sign, dream, problem).

General scientific vocabulary is less frequently used because it requires some knowledge in different spheres. The function of it is to present a phenomenon or a subject (phenomena, classification, irrational).

The highly specialized terminological component of a scientific article is sometimes called the nuclear of scientific style. So terms are the representatives of definitive and nominative functions and they give the concrete idea of an object or phenomenon (affix, abbreviation, equivalent).

Dealing with a scientific article one should use them carefully. In order to be understood correctly some rules of using terminology are the next:

- contextual match (the word that is used should have only one meaning);
- lexical match (the meaning of the element of a term should correspond to the notion it possesses);
- consistency (the possibility to show relations between the named notion and the notion connected with it);
- rational compactness (removing words and other elements that possess non-distinctive features of a notion);
- derivative component (creating new terms with the help of word formation methods);
- language correctness (adherence to the rules of word formation and word-of-mouth that corresponds to the structure of a given language).

The articles devoted to the terminological issues understand a term as a word or a word combination that does only nominative function, the function of naming of the special concept and naming a special subject or phenomenon. A term of any branch of knowledge expresses special professional, scientific or technical notion.

According to the usage in different spheres of professional communication there three groups of terms exist. There are general scientific, intersectoral and highly specialized terms.

General scientific lexis is commonly used in different scientific disciplines and it expresses special notions of a separate section that are sorted with objects, phenomena, processes, properties and so on in different areas of the studying reality (reaction, experiment, to progress).

To the second group of terms intersectoral or professional lexis is referred. It is functionally oriented to the narrower sphere of usage. Such terminology possesses the highest degree of thematic productivity (physical terms like energy should know specialists in optics and radio physics (energy, metal, symbol)).

The third group of words consists of specialized vocabulary expressing notions of a separate discipline (mathematics, medicine). The philologist Kozhina underlines that specialized terminology has a strong functional stylistic coloring. Such terms in unusual sphere are not only difficult to understand but also it leads to rejection of the fact that it is used in this area (hydrogen, cardiology, syntax).

There are also a lot of other classifications based on different features of terms.

The content classification (the classification by subject name) proposes division of terms according to the special spheres. There are, for example, scientific (structure, to absorb), technical (television, to translate), industrial (manufacturer, to import), economic (audit, to globalize) and other areas. Such a scheme forms the list of rubrics that are included into this classification. So the classification by subject name inside separate spheres of knowledge is the most detailed term classification.

The classification of terms-words is done according to the word morphological structure. There are such terms as:

- non-derivative (type, model);
- derivative (decoding, stylistic);
- compound (atmosphere);
- abbreviation (UN, UNESCO).

The morphological classification may be presented by nouns (generation, regulation, combina-
tion), adjectives (additional, pragmatic, semantic, cooperative) and verbs terms (appear, consider, occur, devote). Adjectives take great part in term formation because they are important elements of composed terms.

According to the semantic structure there are free word-groups, set expressions and phraseological combinations. According to the morphological type of a primary word there are word-groups-nouns, word-groups-adjectives and word-groups-verbs.

There are also less frequently used classifications, for example according to the sphere of usage (universal, unique and author’s terms) and so on.

Thus, due to the classifications the conceptual structure of terms is clearly demonstrated.

The author of a scientific article using terms should try to be unambiguously understood. The author should follow the following rules:

– use only the most understandable and univocal terms;
– ignore a word that has two meanings without defining which of them will be used;
– not use some words in their different meanings.

We analyzed several articles of the scientific periodical “Molodyj Vchenyj” [3] from the point of view of their vocabulary. The analysis showed the presence of the following layers of vocabulary in the articles:

– common (to cover, never, surprise, negative, to use, to point, interesting, wide, to help etc.), which is about 60% of all vocabulary;
– general scientific terminology (function generation, combination, re-search, analysis, information, aim, object, term, aspect etc.) – 25% of all vocabulary;
– highly specialized terminology (tag question, linguist, speech act com-municative tactics, pragmatic meanings, irregular forms, communicative situation, language etc.) – 15% of all vocabulary.

This information gives us the image of a science article and its contain.

Conclusions. Scientific article is a type of scientific text that aims at presenting some new result, explaining its significance, and placing it coherently within the existing knowledge. Writing an article scholars should follow some compulsory rules to create a piece of the scientific text:

– plenty of scientific terminology;
– use of abstract words;
– use of scientific phraseology, proof terminolog-ical word-combinations;
– reference to the original sources;
– absence of authorial individual manner and emotionally-expressive vocabulary;
– presence of clear structure of the text (successive division to pieces, points, subitems, indentions from application of digital or designated by a letter numeration);
– use verbal forms, more often impersonal, generalized or indefinite, as a rule, Present tense, that define certain phenomena and facts;
– presence of tables;
– monologue character of the text.

So, in the scientific style the most valued attributes are accuracy, precision, clarity, concision, and grace [2], which is achieved with the help of use of the terminology.
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